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The author Q2] discussed parallel displacements in Finsler spaces and showed that
the connection F defined by E. Cartan []1J is the shortest and fittest from a natural
standpoint. In that case we imposed as a natural condition the torsion tensor丘eld to
vanish, but in its de丘nition the supporting elements are con丘ned to be parallel. And,

M. Matsumoto [̲4J has proposed, from the standpoint of his modern Finsler theory, the
●

●

following elegant axioms that determine uniquely that connection F and the associated
non‑linear connection N:
(Cl) the connection F be metrical
(C2) the deaection tensor丘eld 刀‑0,
(C3) the (h)h‑torsion tensor field T‑0,
(G4) the (v)v‑torsion tensor field S1‑0,
●

where the axiom G2 expresses the geometrical meaning as above stated.
●

●

So, from the standpoint that the supporting elements may be displaced with respect

to any non‑linear connection N in the tangent bundle, we shall replace the condition C2
by some weaker conditions and丘nd the conditions to be imposed thereon in order that
the connection F defined by E. Cartan be obtained (Theorem A).
As a result of this consideration we shall notice that Finsler connections with the
deflection tensor field D‑ ‑d are somewhat canonical.

shall give an example of

such a Finsler connection (Theorem B).
Throughout the present paper we shall use the terminology and notations described
in M. Matsumoto In § 1, we shall brieay sketch the materials m need of our
discussions.

The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to ProR M. Matsumoto for the
invaluable suggestions and encouragements.

§ 1. Preliminaries

Given a differentiable manifold M of dimension n, we denote by L(M)(M, 7t,
GL{n^ R)) the bundle of linear frames and by T(M) (M, r, F, GL(n, R)) the tangent
bundle, where the standard fiber F is a vector space of dimension n with a fixed base
{ォ.}.
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The induced bundle r 1L(M)‑{(y, z)牀T(M)×L(M)¥v(y)‑7t(z)} is called the

Finsler bundle ofM and denoted by F(M) (T(M), 7tu GL(n, R)). The projection Ttx is
●

the mapping

iCi: F(M)‑ T(M)￨(y, z)‑y,
●

and we shall denote by it2 the mapping

7t2: F(M)‑L(M)￨(y, z)‑Z･
The Lie algebra of the structural group GL(n, R) of L(M) or F(M) is denoted by
L(n, R) and the canonical base by ¥L皇).

2‑. A Finsler connection (T, N) is by definition a pair ofa connection F in the Finsler
bundle F(M) and a non‑linear connection N in the tangent bundle T(M).
Given a Finsler connection (/*, N), let lu(u e F(M)) and ly(y牀T(M)) be the respec‑
●

tive lifts with respect to F and N. In terms of a canonical coordinate system (V, y¥ z孟)

of F(M), they are expressed by
lu(品),‑(品).zbljk{
(1)

ZWX‑V毒).‑7jcl
b‑jk¥‑d‑¥

¥dxk)x ¥dxk)y "KdyO;
whereF)^C)karecalledthecomponent∫ofrandtheFJthecomponent∫ofN.C'
jkarealso
thecomponentsofthe(h)hv‑torsiontensor鮎IdC.
ForeachfeFtheh‑andthev‑basicvectorfieldsBh(f)andBv(f)aredefinedby
(4)BH(f)u‑luly(zf)
and
(5)*

(/).‑ォ;(*/)

atu‑(y,z)respectively,whereVListheverticalliftexpressedby

(6)

Theh‑andthev‑ba∫icform∫dand6vconstitute,withtheconnectionforma)ofF,
thedualsystemof(BH(f),Bv(f),Z{A)¥whereZ(A)isthefundamentalvectorfield
correspondingtoA牀L{n,R).Theyareexpressedby
(7)eh‑z‑1晋dxfea,
●
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●

dv‑z‑1ftdyt+Fidx*)ea

(8)

and
●

(9)

●

(0‑z‑la{(d需+zirihdxh+zlCLdy*)L:

If we denote by ♂ the basic form in且(〟) then
(10)

dh‑n20.

3. Given a Finsler connection (/", iV), we get the associated non‑linear connection

些with the subordinate F‑connection Fp to (/", N). The pair (jT,壁) is a Finsler con‑
nection and is called the associated connection with the given one.

shall denote by

putting the quantities with respect to (jH,ぎ)･
Ifweput
jpi

11)

‑‑pi

̲̲ri J?m

the components FJ of N are
●

F^ fFh,

(12)
●

and differ by yJFjk ‑FJ from F｣. The quantities

(13)

Di‑ fFjk‑FJ

are the components of the deflection ten∫orfield D defined by
(14)

D(f) ‑Bh(f)r,

where γ is the characteri∫ticfield defined by
γ: F(M)‑F¥(y, z)‑z‑1y‑z laiytea.

Between the h‑basic vector fields Bh(f) and Bh(f) there exists the relation
(15)

B¥f) ‑Bh(f) +B¥D(f)),

therefore, as the dual relation, we have

(16)

ev‑dv‑D(eh).

4. Given a Finsler metric function Z,, the usual metric tensor field G is defined, its
●

components gu being given by

1
17)

gij‑

∂2上2

2 ∂yi∂yJ

A Finsler space means here a differentiable manifold M endowed with such a metric
tensor丘eld G.
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･jhif ÷¥dxk +惣一恕),
1

･

Gi‑一手γjkj y s

∂G手

G孟‑‑

dyk>

where r}h‑g Tm‑
●

And we shall sometimes use the notations

(21)

l'‑与, lj‑gijl*.

5. Let a Finsler connection (7"1, 7V) be given in a Finsler space (M, G). The con‑
ditions C1‑C4 are expressed as follows :

̲∂gjh
^jhk‑¥‑^hjk一‑
∂xk)

(Cl) (22)

̲∂gjh
Cjhk‑¥‑Chjk‑
∂yk)

23)

(G2) (24)

●
Fl‑fFh,

(G3) (25)

Fjhk‑Fi
khj>

(G4) (26)

Cjhk‑Clkhji

where rjhk‑gihr}k, CJhk‑gihC}k and Fjhk‑ gihFjk. We shall here explain some geo‑
●

metrical meanings of these conditions.

Let C be a differentiable curve in M and C be a differentiable curve in T(M) mapped
on the C by the projection r. Tangent vectors X(i) along C are said to beparallel along
C with respect to C, if the equations

(27) 笠+nk(x, y)X上窓+cjk(x, r^‑.
●

are satisfied, where C is expressed by xl(t) and C by xf(i), y'(0‑
Under the parallel displacement along a curve C, if we take in particular C to be a
lift Cn with respect to the non‑linear connection N9 i.e.
(28

壁+ォ<*,
at
7)^‑0,
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the equations (27) may be written in the form
●

(29)

‑0.

●
Thesupportingelementsy{(thepointsoftheliftCn)areparallelwithrespecttoC#,
●
i.e.
●
(30)‑&+W..rtr'‑^‑o,
dt
ifandonlyiftheequations(24)aresatis鮎d,whichisageometricalmeaningofthe
conditionC2.
Theconnectionfiscalledtobemetricalifthelengthofavectorremainsunchanged
■‑
undertheparalleldisplacementalonganycurveCwithrespecttoanyC,whichisa
geometricalmeaningoftheconditionGl.Ontheotherhand,thenon‑linearcon‑
‑
●●
nectionNiscalledtobemetricalifthesupportingelementsasthepointsofaliftCNof
anycurveChaveaconstantlength,thatis,the(28)yields
意(#/*サy)y‡r0‑0.
●■

InthecasethattheFismetrical,thenon‑linearconnectionNismetricalifandonlyif
(32)giky'D宝‑0,orliDi‑0.
Thisiseasilyveri丘edby(22),(23),(28)and(13).Hence,iftheconditionC2is
satis丘ed.thenon‑linearconnectionNismetrical.
LetT(x)bethefibreで‑1xoverapointx牀MandF(x)betheFinslersubbundle
7号T(x).IfwedenotebyFvtherestrictionofthedistributionftoF(x),theTvis
regardedasalinearconnectiononthedifferentiablemanifoldT(x),whosecomponents
areCjk.Sincethe(v)v‑torsiontensorfieldSlisexpressedbySiJk‑Cjk‑C孟nthecon‑
●
ditionC4requiresthisconnectionFvtobewithout‑torsion.
IfwerestrictthemetrictensorfieldGtoT{x),thentheT(x)becomesaRiemannian
space.Thus,theconnectionsatisfying(23)and(26)istheRiemannianconnection,
whichisuniquelydeterminedbytheGasfollows:
●
(33)Cjhk‑÷8#･

Therefore,Cjhkaresymmetricandtherelations
(34)C/**y*‑O;‑orCml*‑Q
holdgood.
Now,sinceFU‑Fjk‑C)mFf^the(h)h‑torsiontensorfieldT7,whichisexpressedby
Th‑Fl
蝣jkjk‑Fjj,dependsnotonlyontheTbutontheTV".However,theconditionsGl
andC4donotdependontheN.So,theconditionG2givesaninfluenceuponthe

33
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de丘nition of the T only. Hence, to determine the F only, it seems that the condition
C2 is replaced by some weaker conditions.

§ 2. Determinations of Finsler connections by deflection tensor fields
6. First, we shall consider the case that any non‑linear connection is given in the
tangent bundle of a Finsler space.

Proposition 1. Given a non‑linear connection N in the tangent bundle of a Finsler space,
there exist∫ a unique Finsler connection (/"*, N) satisfying thefollowingfour conditions :
(Cl) the connection F be metrical.
(C2′)

the

non‑linear

connection

be

the

given

N,

(G3) the (h)h‑tor∫ion tensor field T‑0,
(C4) the (v)v‑tor∫ion tensor field 5 ‑0.
The component∫ Fjhk and Cjhk of the F are

(35)

r'jkk ‑ γjhk + i(舞Fhm

･33)

Cjhk‑ ÷等,

where F{ are the component∫ of the given non‑linear connection N.
In this case Fjhk are

(36

Fjhk‑Tjhk‑÷ >*Fm+舞符一箪*?)

and if we put
♂

37)

∂xk

∂

‑‑^‑‑fs毒,
∂xk

then they are expressed by

38

Fjhk‑i(恕+浩一恕)･

Proof. (33) follows from (23) and (26) as remarked in 5‑. If we put

･39) rjhk‑γjhk+i(舞Fhm
then we obtain by (22) and (18)
(40

Ajhk+ Ahjk‑0,

7r)+ 4kk,
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and by (ll), (33) and (25)

(41)

Ajhk

‑

Akhjサ

Fromtheseequationsitfollowsthat^4y^‑0.Hence,(39)becomes(35),and(36)fol‑
lows.
AndtheFdefinedby(35)and(33)satisfieswiththeNourconditions.
From(36)and(34),wehave
(42)y3Fh‑y>rU‑÷g肇rj7

WemaysolveFJfrom(13)and(42),andobtain
(43)Fi‑G孟+C孟lD三ys‑Di･
Substituting(43)into(35),wehave
Proposition2.GivenaFinslertensorfieldDoftype(1,1)inaFinslerspace,thereexists
auniqueFinslerconnection(T,N)satisfyingthefollowingfourconditions:
(Cl)theconnectionFbemetrical.
(C2′′)thedeflectiontensorfieldbethegivenD,
(C3)the(h)h‑tor∫iontensorfieldr‑0,
(C4)the(v)v‑torsiontensorfieldS1‑0.
Thecomponent∫rm,CmandFiofthe(T,N)are
(44)Fifth‑γjhk^r÷(舞GT一箪*

+Q<JkmCt,D三ys‑CumC^Dl
sys‑CjkmDf+ChkmDf,

1 vgik
Cjhk‑‑‑
2 dyk'

Fl‑G孟+C孟Dif‑Di,

where D[ are the component∫ of the given Finsler tensorfield D.
7. Proposition 2 shows that the connection F determined in Proposition 1 or 2 is
the one de丘ned by E. Cartan if and only if
(45)

CjtMDlf ‑ Cn^CfjDif ‑ CjkmD欝+ ChkmD㌢主o･

It is easily veri丘ed by (34) that (45) is equivalent to
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(46)

CjkmD欝‑ ChkmD㌢

or CjhmD欝‑CkhmDf.

Thus we have

Theorem A. Given a Finsler tensorfield D of type (1, 1) in the Finsler bundle of a Finsler
space, there exists a unique Finsler connection (T, N) satisfying thefollowingfour condition∫ :
(Cl) the connection F be metrical.
(C2′′)

the

deflection

tensorfield

be

the

given

D,

(G3) the Qi)h‑torsion tensorfield r‑0,
(C4) the (v)v‑tor∫ion tensorfield Sl‑Q.
And, a necessary and sufficient condition that the F th甲s determined be the one defined by E<

Cartan i∫ that the deflection tensorfield D satisfie∫ the condition
(47)

C(fl, D(f2)) ‑ C(f2> D(fl)),

a∫ the (ti)hv‑torsion tensorメβId of the (T, TV), or equivalently that the components D[ of

the deflection tensorfield D satisfy the condition∫

渉DT‑舞Df.

(48)

In this case the conditions

舞Dfys‑O

49

hold good, and the components Fjhh Cjhk and F{ of the (T, N) are

(50)

^jhk‑:Tjhk+÷

(33)

舞サ)

Cjhk‑÷舞,

and
(51)

Fi ‑G孟‑Di.

8. As a special example of the D satisfying the condition (48), we have
Proposition 3. In a Finsler space there exist∫ a unique Finsler connection (T, N) satisfying
the following four condition∫ :
(Gl) the connection F be metrical.
(C2′′′)

the

(52)

deflection

tensorfield

D

be

given

by

Di‑Xl%+Md長,
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where A and ju are scalarfunction∫ on the tangent bundle^
(G3) the (h)h‑tor∫ion tensorfield r‑0,
(C4) the (v)v‑tor∫ion tensor field 5 ‑0.
The connection F i∫ the one defined by E. Cartan. And, the non‑linear connection N i∫ metrical
if and only if A+/t‑0.
This is easily proved by (34) and (32). Thus, we have noticed that, in order to
determine the connection F defined by E. Cartan, the condition (C2) may be replaced
by the weaker condition (C2//;). If we take D in (C2"') such that
(53)

Di‑KVik‑d孟),

then the non‑linear connection N is metrical, and so we have a generalization of the
(7¥ N) defined by E. Cartan.
●

However, in order to obtain the F only, it does not need the non‑linear connection to
be metrical. In particular, if A‑0, /e‑ ‑1 (i.e. D‑
non‑linear connection N become Fi ‑G孟+ 6鳥. which are somewhat canonical in features.
●

●

So, it seems to be interesting that, apart from Finsler metrics, we treat Finsler conneo

tions with the deflection tensor field D‑ ‑d. Next, we shall give an example of such
a Finsler connection.

§ 3. Finsler connections derived from a瓜ne connections
9‑. Let F(M) (M,斤, G) be the affine bundle over Af, where G‑GL(n, R)×F is the

a氏ne group with the multiplication
(54)

(gl, Vi) (g2, V2)‑(glg2, glV2+vt).

Each (g9 v) 6 G acts on F(M) by
T,is,v) F(M)‑F(M)¥(y, z)‑(r+zv, zg),
so we have the restrictions

Tg: F(M)‑F(M)¥(y, z)‑+(y, zg)
and

Sv: F(M)‑F(M)￨(y, *)‑(r+zv, z).
Therefore, a connection in the a氏ne bundle is invariant not only by Tg but by Sv
′ヽ′

The Lie algebra of the structural group G is L(n, R)+F, if we identify the Lie alge‑
bra of the additive group F with Fitself. If we denote by Z(A) and Y(f) the respeo
tive fundamental vector fields corresponding to A J L(n, R)+0 and /e O+F, then
Z(A) is also the fundamental vector field in the Finsler bundle F(M), and Y(f) is the
induced fundamental vector field.
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The induced vertical di∫tribution Fl defined by
F(M) ラ a‑ {Xe F(M)u¥n2X‑0}

is spanned by F(/)5 where F(M)U is the tangent space at u 6 F(M).
10‑. Let F be a connection in the a氏ne bundle F(M). Then, a Finsler connection
(T5 N) is obtained by pairing F with the induced vertical distribution F¥ In this case
the v‑basic vector field Bv(f) is Y(f).
Since the F is S^‑invariant, the h‑basic vector field B (/) is 5^‑invariant. There‑
fore, the subordinate F‑connection to (/"*, N) is a linear connection and the deflection
tensor field D of (T, N) is 5^‑invariant.
Now, we shall treat the connection forms.
Proposition 4. Let a and o) be the connectionform∫ ofF and F respectively. If we con‑
∫ider the form a)+Ov to take value∫ in the Lie algebra L(n, R)+F, then
55

品‑(D+dv.

Proof. Since (dh, d¥ co) constitutes the dual system of (Bh(f), Y(f), Z(A)), we
have

(56)
(57)

o+<n <W))‑O,
O+d") (Z(A))‑A, (o)+6")(Y(f))‑f.
1ヽ■

These relations show that o)+6v is just the connection form a of the F. Because, with
respect to the connection in the a氏ne bundle F(M) over M9 the horizontal subspace is
spanned by B (/) and the vertical subspace by the fundamental vector fields Z(A) and

n/).
Proposition 5. Letゐbe the connection form of f, and co be the connection form of the

subordinate linear connection to (T, N). If c i∫ the injection
e: L(M)‑F(M)lz‑(0, z¥
then

(58)

ゐ‑壁‑D(d).

The proof will be obtained from (55), (16), (12) and (10). A connection F in the
a氏ne bundle is canonical, if the ̀*ゐhas the form
59)

ゐ‑fi>+0,

and is called the affine connection pT]. The formula (58) shows that the connection V is
a氏ne if and only if
(60)

Thus we have

β=‑♂.
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Theorem B. Let F be a connection in the affine bundle F(M) over M. Then, a Finsler
connection (T, N) ofM may be defined by the Finsler pair (T, F'), where Fl i∫ the induced
vertical di∫tribution. It∫ ∫ubordinate F‑connection become∫ a linear connection and its deflection
tensorfield D i∫ Sv‑invariant. In particular, the connection F i∫ an affine connection of M if and

myifD‑‑d.
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